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Think Spring at Barclay Butera
LIGHTEN UP YOUR SPACE WITH A SEASONAL REFRESH.

BY CHRISTINE PHILLIPS FOR BARCLAY BUTERA INTERIORS

The days are getting a bit longer and thoughts of pend-
ing spring are in the air! At Barclay Butera Interiors, 
we are in full-tilt refresh mode and we are here to help 

our clients and customers “lighten-up” for the coming warmer 
days ahead. Of course we have requests for full remodels and 
make-overs; but we also have devoted fans that may just want 
a quick touch-up for their homes. Think about all levels of 
the eye and where your focus is when you walk into the room: 
From the walls to the floor, simple changes can transform an 
entire room. On the wall, try replacing a heavy baroque mirror 
with a light frameless offering with maybe an interesting shape 
feature or etching. We also are known to switch out art; heavy 
colors can be replaced with fresh pastel abstracts. Pillows and 

rugs update a room in a snap! We have clients that keep an 
arsenal of four season pillows on hand. But even swapping out 
the velvets for crisp linen or cotton-ticking pillows in fresh 
breezy colors makes a tremendous difference. Same for your 
rug. Choose the same size but a new and subtle pattern that 
has spring color interest that coordinates with your pillows 
and the room can look entirely fresh and new. And don’t for-
get your florals! “Faux” is no longer “faux-pas.” My spectacular 
collection of florals with Napa Home & Garden look so real; 
they come in gorgeous blue and white shades that are reminis-
cent of warm sunny days in the garden. So look at your home 
and remember—there are simple tricks that make it easy to 
dream; spring is right around the corner.
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